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Despite the global economic uncertainty, 2017
remains a year of opportunities as the total
construction demand is projected to be higher
than last year. This is driven by a strong pipeline
of public sector projects, with the Government
bringing forward S$700 million worth of smaller
infrastructure projects that our smaller and
medium-size firms can bid for in 2017 and 2018.

With the Government leading the productivity
drive and more firms taking the initiative to
adopt new technologies and improve integration
across the construction value chain, we can
transform the built environment sector and
create good PMET jobs for Singaporeans. Our local
firms will also have a stronger competitive edge
to take on overseas ventures or collaborations.

The Government will also be providing more
support to construction firms to improve their
productivity and explore growth opportunities.
These include extending the Land Intensification
Allowance scheme to support the development of
Integrated Construction and Prefabrication Hubs
(ICPH) and introducing a S$150 million Public Sector
Construction Productivity Fund (PSCPF) to spur the
adoption of innovative and productive solutions for
public sector projects. You can find out more about
these initiatives in this issue.

I look forward to our achievements in 2017, as
we continue to work closely together on this

I urge you to seize the moment and make full use
of government funding to upgrade your workforce,
improve your productivity, and change the way
you build. Companies must be prepared to change,
innovate, and transform in order to stay at the
forefront of technological innovation and continue
to be sustainable and competitive, even under
challenging economic conditions.
To prepare for the road ahead, BCA and JTC coorganised the first session of the Public Sector
Productivity Leadership Series in January, where
public agencies and their project partners shared
their experiences and best practices in adopting
Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DfMA). BCA
also organised the inaugural Productivity Leadership
Summit in November last year, where industry
leaders shared with participants their productivity
journeys. And in this issue, we are pleased to have
consultant firms, ID Architects and Squire Mech,
share how they moved beyond BIM modelling
to perform more advanced applications such as
complex wave canopy design and tedious Envelope
Thermal Transfer Value (ETTV) evaluations.

nation-wide productivity drive.

Dr John Keung
Chief Executive Officer
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MAKE THE MOST OF GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES IN 2017

FEB 2017

The industry projections were announced at the BCA-REDAS
Built Environment and Property Prospects Seminar earlier this
year with close to 500 industry professionals from the real
estate industry, as well as the built environment and banking
sector attending the event.

Tough times don’t last, but tough people do. Firms can step up their game by investing in innovative
productive construction methods and expanding overseas.

In his opening speech, Guest-of-Honour SMS Desmond Lee
urged the industry to upgrade and become more productive
and competitive during challenging times. The Government
will continue to support the industry by rolling out more
public sector projects. A taskforce will also be formed to look
at measures to help firms that wish to expand overseas.

Driven by an increased demand in public sector construction, the total construction demand or value of construction
contracts is expected to increase in 2017. Although private sector construction demand is likely to remain subdued, the total
construction demand or value of construction contracts is expected to increase this year, boosted by a projected increase in
public sector construction demand. The value of construction contracts to be awarded in 2017 is estimated to reach between
S$28 billion and S$35 billion – higher than the preliminary estimate of S$26.1 billion in 2016. About 70 per cent of total demand
is expected to come from the public sector.

Mr Desmond Lee, Senior Minister of State for Home Affairs and National
Development speaking as the guest-of-honour at the BCA-REDAS Built
Environment and Property Prospcts Seminar 2017.

Construction Prospects at a Glance
Construction demand is projected to increase by between S$28 billion and
S$35 billion with stronger public sector demand expected this year
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Value of Contracts Awarded (in billions)

2017 Forecast

S$38.8b
S$35.8b
S$30.8b
50.4%

S$8–11b

S$27b

S$26.1b

51.0%

39.5%

49.0%

60.5%

Firms can adopt the following strategies for business development and growth:

58.4%

30%

69.1%
70%

S$20b–24b
30.9%

Private sector

41.6%

2013

2012

Public sector

49.6%

2014

2015

2016
prelim

Adopt new productive methods of construction
using the Design for Manufacturing
and Assembly (DfMA) approach 1

Figure 1. Public and private construction demand breakdown from 2012–2016, with projections for 2017.

Please refer to the table below for the upcoming projects in 2017.

2017

Civil
Engineering

VALUE OF CONTRACTS TO BE AWARDED

S$11.3–14.6b
Anticipated to increase due to mega
public infrastructure projects

S$5.7–6.8b
Residential

Public residential demand expected to increase but
private residential demand projected to soften further
on the back of current slowdown in property market

Industrial

Projected to increase, supported by
public sector industrial projects

Institutional
& Others

Commercial

S$11.3–14.6b

S$4.3–4.9b
Projected to increase with more healthcare,
educational, and recreational facilities

S$11.3–14.6b
Projected to increase, supported by
public sector industrial projects

Table 1. Projected value of contracts for construction projects in 2017.

Leverage new technologies that
streamline construction processes
and improve collaboration 2

Attract young talents by
participating in BCA’s scholarship
and sponsorship programmes

KEY PROJECTS

• Second phase of the Deep Tunnel Sewerage System
• North-South Corridor
• Circle Line 6

Upgrade your employees wih future
skills to prepare them for future career
progression and the future of construction

• New public housing projects
• Upgrading works for HDB flats
• Condominium projects at various Government Land Sales sites

• HDB's Defu Industrial City
• JTC's Logistics Hub @ Gul
• Fourth desalination plant at Marina East

• National Cancer Centre at Outram
• Integrated Intermediate Care Hub at Jalan Tan Tock Seng
• Tourist attractions and recreational facilities at Mandai Lake

Redevelopment of:
• Funan DigitaLife Mall at North Bridge Road
• Golden Shoe Carpark at Market Street
• CPF Building at Robinson Road

1
2

Get funding assistance by tapping
schemes under the Construction
Productivity and Capability Fund (CPCF)

Venture overseas and
expand your market

Examples include Mass Engineered Timber (MET) and Prefabricated Pre-finished Volumetric Construction (PPVC)
Building Information Modelling (BIM) and Virtual Design and Construction (VDC)

Firms should ride on the continued healthy pipeline of public sector projects and make full use of government funding to
upgrade their capability, adopt best practices, and change the way they build. With enhanced competency, local firms can
compete more effectively in the regional markets for continued business growth.
BCA CEO, Dr John Keung emphasised, ‘Companies that are prepared to change, innovate, and transform to stay at the forefront
of technological innovation, process re-engineering, and productivity improvement are more likely to sustain their growth and
competitiveness despite the headwinds under challenging economic conditions.’
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More Support for Built Environment Firms
Several initiatives to support construction productivity improvement and business growth were
announced at the Ministry of National Development's Committee of Supply debate earlier this year.
Firms can look forward to more help in these areas:

Be a Civil Engineer

BUILD THE
FUTURE
TODAY

To support firms during times of economic uncertainty
• S$700 million worth of public sector infrastructure projects will be brought forward to
start construction in 2017 and 2018. These are smaller building projects (e.g. community
clubs and sports facilities) that small and medium-sized firms may be able to take up.
• Public agencies will parcel out larger projects into smaller ones where appropriate,
to diversify risk and enable more local firms to participate.

To encourage firms to improve construction productivity
• A S$150 million Public Sector Construction Productivity Fund (PSCPF) will be introduced
to offset the cost premium of adopting innovative and productive solutions for public
sector projects.
• The Land Intensification Allowance (LIA) scheme will be extended to support the development
of Integrated Construction and Prefabrication Hubs (ICPHs), which are multi-storey advanced
manufacturing facilities for producing prefabricated construction materials. Firms will receive
a tax relief on the capital expenditure incurred in the construction of ICPHs.
• The Government is looking at piloting a Government Land Sales (GLS) site that gives
developers the flexibility to propose the most suitable productive technologies to adopt.

Build critical technical and engineering skills through the Bachelor of Engineering
(Honours) (Civil) by the University of Newcastle, Australia. The programme offered in
partnership with BCA Academy is designed to allow both GCE ‘A’ level and polytechnics
graduates a pathway to pursue a rewarding career in the built environment.

APPL
NOWY

Bachelor of Engineering (Hons)(Civil)
GCE ‘A’ LEVEL OR EQUIVALENT / DIPLOMA GRADUATES
• 4-year full-time programme
• Commences on February / March 2017
DIPLOMA IN CIVIL ENGINEERING / BCA ACADEMY’S DIPLOMA
IN CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING GRADUATES
• Course exemption up to 1.5 years
• Commences on May 2017

To help local firms secure overseas market opportunities
The University of Newcastle, Australia’s Accolades:
• An internationalisation taskforce has been formed to identify synergies across the Construction,
Environment Services, Landscape, Real Estate and Security sectors to enable local companies to
band together and provide integrated services as a strategy to break into the international market.

TOP
100

in the world of
civil engineering

TOP 250

universities in the world*

*

NO.1

University in Australia
under 50 years of age**

NO.1

Research
UON is the only university to achieve a rating
of ‘5’ in Civil Engineering across all three
ERA assessments - 2010, 2012 & 2015

5 STARS

in Hobson’s Good
Universities Guide***

Times Higher Education
World University Rankings
2016 / QS World University
Rankings 2016
** Times Higher Education ‘Top
100 under 50’ 2014 and QS
‘Top 50 under 50’ 2014
*** Hobson’s Good Universities
Guide 2016 (socio-economic
equity and generic skills)
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PUBLIC SECTOR PRODUCTIVITY LEADERSHIP SERIES
BCA and JTC organised the first in a series of knowledge-sharing sessions for public agencies and
their project partners

About the Public Sector Productivity Leadership Series (PSPL)
The PSPL serves as a platform for public agencies and their project partners to share their experience and best practices in the
adoption of Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DfMA) technologies. More than 300 participants attended the first session
co-organised by BCA and JTC on 18 Jan 2017.
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Woodlands Crescent
Nursing Home
by Ms Ng Kim Hoon, Director, MOHH
This nine-storey nursing home features PPVC
adopted for 65 per cent of the development's
gross floor area. PPVC is used for patient wards,
nurse stations, wheel chair bay, stores, trolley
bed park, and staff dormitory. The expected
manpower savings (on site) is 35–40 per cent and
it also leads to a shorter construction period and
potential time savings of about three months.

Mass Engineered
Timber (MET)
by Mr Anton Wanas, Head Of
Project Business, Rubner Holzbau
Mr Wanas shared about MET adoption,
covering the benefits as well as case studies
from around the world. With MET, firms can
achieve manpower savings of up to 35 per cent
as well as enjoy a shorter construction time.
One case study which he shared was the
Mactan-Cebu Airport terminal, which will have
a wave-shaped, barrel-roofed structure made
of glulam wood. The timber construction will be
completed by March 2017.

BCA CEO’s Opening Address
At the event, BCA CEO Dr John Keung emphasised the need for the sector to ramp up its efforts in order to meet the target
of a cumulative 20–30 per cent productivity improvement by 2020. As public sector projects take up 70 per cent of our entire
construction demand, it is thus crucial for Government Procurement Entities (GPEs) to take the lead and continue to drive
demand for DfMA technologies in Singapore.
The PSPL is one of several initiatives to help public agencies improve construction productivity. The other initiatives include
the Productivity Gateway Framework, which was implemented to help the GPEs incorporate productivity considerations during
the development planning stage, as well as the Building Innovation Panel (BIP), a one-stop platform consisting of high level
inter-agency groups co-chaired by MND and BCA, to facilitate expedient multiple agency evaluation and approval of innovative
technologies and methods that will improve productivity.

Overview of Topics Presented

JTC Space @ Tuas
by Er. Teo Tiong Yong, Director, JTC
JTC Space @ Tuas is an industrial
complex comprising multi-type integrated
factories, workers’ dormitory, and shared
facilities such an amenities centre, and
a heavy vehicle park. Prefabricated Prefinished Volumetric Construction (PPVC)
is adopted for the workers’ dormitory.
The expected manpower savings (on site)
is about 15–20 per cent.

Productive MEP Systems
by Er. Wong Siew Heng, Deputy Director, BCA
Er. Wong shared about the adoption
of prefabricated Mechanical, Electrical
and Plumbing (MEP) systems, which are
relatively new in Singapore. The expected
manpower savings is up to 60 per cent.
(Right) Overview of prefab MEP modules
in production facility (Far right) Er. Wong

Panel Discussion
The event ended with a panel discussion moderated
by BCA's Deputy Group Director for Construction
Productivity and Quality, Ms Leong-Kok Su-Ming.
During the panel discussion, Er. Wong explained the
importance of coordinated BIM model across three
disciplines – Architectural, Civil & Structural, and MEP.
This is critical if companies are to adopt prefabricated
MEP modules with success. It would enable consultants
and contractors to identify suitable and relevant
locations for the adoption of the prefabricated
MEP modules, saving time and manpower.
(From left) Er. Teo Tiong Yong, Ms Ng Kim Hoon,
Er. Wong Siew Heng, Mr Anton Wanas, Ms Leong-Kok Su-Ming
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PRODUCTIVITY LEADERSHIP SUMMIT 2016
The Building and Construction Authority (BCA) held its inaugural Productivity Leadership
Summit (PLS) on 28 November 2016. Set to become an annual event, PLS will be part of the
Singapore Construction Productivity Week (SCPW) this year.

BUILDSMART
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Key Takeaways from the Panel Discussion
Participants had an engaging dialogue session with Guest-of-Honour, Senior Minister of State for Home Affairs and National
Development Mr Desmond Lee. The session was moderated by Singapore Press Holdings’ Editor-at-Large Mr Han Fook Kwang.
BCA CEO Dr John Keung and the three speakers also joined the panel to discuss the importance of raising productivity at the
national level. The topics raised were related to the common challenges faced in the adoption of DfMA, BIM, and VDC as well
as the potential benefits of overcoming them.

PLS is a platform to engage top industry leaders to collectively drive and transform the built environment sector. Introducing
the topic on ‘Integration of Building Information Modelling (BIM) and Virtual Design and Construction (VDC) with Design for
Manufacturing and Assembly (DfMA) technologies’ in his opening speech, BCA CEO Dr John Keung explained that the sector
has to work in this direction to achieve higher productivity.
More than 150 participants had the opportunity to learn from three distinguished industry speakers as they shared about
their productivity journeys as well as the latest updates on local and overseas developments.

‘What can we do to push
this productivity drive?’

‘A mindset change is critical
to change the way we build.’

Mr Grant Kelly, CEO of City Developments
Limited (CDL) talked about the benefits
gleaned from the Prefabricated Prefinished Volumetric Construction (PPVC)
technology used to erect eight blocks
of buildings in one of CDL's residential
projects, The Brownstone. This included
man-day savings of up to 30 per cent.
CDL’s CEO Mr Grant Kelly making the business
case for productive building technologies

‘The Government will lead
the productivity drive, but
we cannot do it alone.’

‘The entire team should be
involved at an early stage.’

Mr Joseph Yau, Managing Director of DPR
Construction, explained how VDC could bridge
construction to manufacturing. As the main
contractor for overseas projects, Mr Yau shared
about VDC’s effectiveness for an overseas
project. Through the integration of VDC and
DfMA strategies, the project schedule was
effectively reduced by four months.
DPR Construction’s Mr Joseph Yau explaining
how VDC improves project productivity

‘Doing things right has a
high correlation with profit.’
Mr Khoo Poh Bin, Deputy Managing Director of DCA Architects
highlighted the potential of the integration of collaborative BIM,
VDC, and DfMA. He emphasised that the key to productivity
gain is through technology (BIM & VDC), people (Opportunities
& Training), and process (Standardise & Simplify).
Mr Khoo Poh Bin from DCA Architects sharing
how VDC impacted his various past projects

‘VDC allows more value to
be extracted from BIM.’

(Clockwise from top left) SPH's Editor-at-large Mr Han Fook Kwang, SMS Desmond Lee, BCA's CEO Dr John Keung, DPR Construction's
Director Mr Joseph Yau, DCA Architects' Deputy Managing Director Mr Khoo Poh Bin, CDL's CEO Mr Grant Kelly.
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MORE TALENT IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT SECTOR
As Singapore continues to face challenges such as climate change and an ageing population,
there is a need to cultivate and retain talent to meet the future needs of the built environment sector.
BCA partners the industry through the BCA-Industry Built Environment Scholarship and Sponsorship programmes to attract
young people with passion and the right aptitude to take on careers in the built environment sector.

11
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Attracting More Locals
BCA’s comprehensive suite of scholarship and sponsorship programmes provide progression opportunities for all levels
of the workforce. These efforts are aligned with the goals of the SkillsFuture movement, which is to provide Singaporeans
with opportunities to develop their potential. It also reflects BCA’s strong commitment in partnering built environment
firms to invest in youths and deepen their employees’ expertise. As the sector transforms, it is crucial to equip new and
existing workers with in-demand skills. BCA would like to partner and encourage more companies to offer scholarships and
sponsorships to develop local talent in the built environment sector.

Last August, close to 160 undergraduate and
diploma students received scholarships for
pursuing built environment courses.
Mr Desmond Lee, Senior Minister of State for
Home Affairs and National Development, who
officiated the ceremony, said that embracing
technology would spark the creation of good
careers, especially for younger Singaporeans
who are set to pioneer change and transition in
how our city is designed, planned, and built.
Among last year’s undergraduate and diploma
scholarship recipients include (from left to right)
Aqilah Binti Alwi, Han Zhengguang, and Chea Pui Yee

In addition to the scholarship awards, 210 students and in-service personnel pursuing postgraduate, undergraduate, and
diploma studies received sponsorships at the BCA-Industry Built Environment Sponsorship Award Ceremony on 19 September
2016 to pursue built environment courses. This is the first time that BCA is partnering industry firms to sponsor their
employees for part-time postgraduate studies. Guest-of-Honour, BCA Chairman Lee Fook Sun, urged firms to leverage the
programme to offer career progression for employees who wish to deepen their skills.

Mr Desmond Lee, Senior Minister of State for Home Affairs and National Development (Front row: 12th from right),
Mr Norman Ip, Deputy Chairman of BCA (Mr Lee’s left) and Dr John Keung, CEO of BCA (Mr Lee’s right)
with the sponsor firms at the BCA-Industry Built Environment Scholarship Award Ceremony 2016

BCA's Scholarships/Sponsorship Programmes – Progression Pathways

UNIVERSITY

Undergraduate
Scholarship/Sponsorship
(Full-Time)

Undergraduate Sponsorship
(Part-Time)

Postgraduate Sponsorship
(Part-Time)

PROFESSIONAL,
MANAGERIAL
& EXECUTIVE
LEVEL

Diploma Stage 2
POLYTECHNIC
/ BCA
ACADEMY

Diploma
Scholarship/Sponsorship
(Full-Time)

Building Specialist Sponsorship
(Supervisor)

ITE Stage 2
ITE/JOB
SEEKERS

ITE Scholarship
(Full-Time)

Mr Lee Fook Sun, Chairman of BCA (Front row, centre), Dr John Keung, CEO of BCA (Front row, second from left)
and Mr Ling Shiang Yun, Chairman of Construction Industry Joint Committee (Front row, second from right)
with the inaugural batch of part-time postgraduate sponsorship recipients

A-Level & Polytechnic Graduates

TECHNICAL
& ASSOCIATE
PROFESSIONAL
LEVEL

Diploma Sponsorship
(Part-Time)

O & N-Level Graduates

JUNIOR
SUPERVISORY
& FOREMAN
LEVEL

Building Specialist Sponsorship
(Foreman)

ITE Graduates

In-Service Personnel/Job Seekers

INDUSTRY
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INNOVATIVE BIM
Building Information Modelling (BIM) allows building professionals of various disciplines to visualise
and examine building projects digitally through a three-dimensional model. It also facilitates better
teamwork among the professionals and improves planning, reducing unnecessary reworks when the
project is being constructed.
In 2010, BCA formulated the first BIM Roadmap to increase the adoption of BIM through initiatives such as the
development of BIM standards and guidelines, introduction of funding and training schemes as well as BIM
requirements for regulatory approval. Since then, firms have taken BIM adoption to another level by using BIM
innovatively to improve their building processes. In this issue, we will learn how built environment consultant
firms, ID Architects Pte Ltd and Squire Mech Pte Ltd utilise BIM beyond modelling, visualisation, clash
detection and BIM e-submissions for generative design and/or building performance analysis.

BIM Beyond 3D: Computational Design
How Building Information Modelling (BIM) benefits ID Architects Pte Ltd
Ever since BIM e-submissions for projects were made mandatory, ID Architects Pte Ltd (IDA) has been on top of its game in
adopting BIM. It incorporated BIM into its organisational infrastructure and workflow by redefining the roles of the architects
and technical staff to include that of the BIM user.
IDA believes that BIM's greatest strength lies in its potential to harness parametric and computational design to augment the
traditional spectrum of design tools that an architect has at his disposal. Geometry created in generative modelling tools such
as Grasshopper and Dynamo can be exported to Revit and ArchiCAD, combining the dual functions of representation and
dynamic design in a single BIM model.
This beneficial use of BIM was demonstrated in two of IDA's recent projects:

Case Study 1: Wave Canopy
of Kallang Riverside Mixed
Residential Development
The specific parameters was designed
using Grasshopper and it allowed architects
to control the form and explore different
iterations with ease (Figure 1.2). Even at the
design stage, they were able to deliberate
over the fabrication method that would take
place during the construction phase.

Figure 1.1 Kallang Riverside BIM model

By combining this with the main Revit
model (Figure 1.1), the architects could
make informed decisions about the degree
of compromise based on the structural and
fabrication limitations of the wave canopy.
Figure 1.2 Kallang Riverside Wave Canopy in BIM
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BIM-Centric Computation of Envelope Thermal Transfer Value (ETTV)
Compute ETTV with ease using BIM and BIM-centric tools

Case Study 2: Internal Bridge
of JTC Furniture Hub

In an effort to improve building energy efficiency, the submission of Envelope Thermal Transfer Value (ETTV) was made
mandatory for all buildings in Singapore. Deriving the value involves complex calculations and processes, but with BIM and
BIM-centric tools, the computation of ETTV is made more efficient.

With the use of BIM software, the design could be
tweaked to explore different spatial possibilities
while complying with headroom clearance and attaining
adequate structural depth (Figure 2.2).
From a broader perspective, using Revit for the JTC
Furniture Hub also enabled the consultants to visualise
the integration of all the different systems (Figure 2.1).
This facilitated effective coordination and communication
within the project team.

Conventional Computation of ETTV

BIM Computation of ETTV

The conventional approach involves:

On the other hand, by using BIM, building
elements are modelled as objects with
embedded data such as material properties.

• studying and identifying air-conditioned areas
• classifying the façade construction
• taking-offs various wall and fenestration areas
• determining shading coefficients of external shading devices, if any
• computing ETTV for each façade orientation, followed by the entire building

A BIM-centric tool enhances the design
productivity because the ETTV computation
is automated and the results are prepared in
the prescribed format for submission to BCA.

The entire process is tedious, time-consuming, and challenging,
especially when there are irregular external shading devices that
require the computation of effective shading coefficient.

Case Study: Using BIM to Compute the ETTV of a 7-storey Institutional Building
First, the REVIT architectural model of the building is imported to BIM HVACTool.

Figure 2.1 Axonometric of Furniture Hub

Figure 2.2 Internal bridge of Furniture Hub (bottom image)

• This tool allows users to make a selection from a library of building material properties or input their own values.
• For composite materials, U-value is automatically calculated with the input of the selected layer material and its thickness.

Next is to assign the building materials and its properties to the corresponding building components
(e.g. the external walls, the glass windows).
The program allows for easy drag-and-drop assignment. Figure 1 shows the perspective view with corresponding
colour legends for different types of the façade construction. The program also calculates the Effective Shading
Coefficient (SC2) of standard external shading devices such as overhangs in accordance with the prescribed values
from Tables C12 to C15 of the Code. These values are used to obtain the Shading Coefficient (SC) of the fenestration system.

BIM can also automate processes for
typical, mundane tasks such as ensuring
compliance of various building structures.

And in just three steps, it is able to generate the ETTV calculations.

Using BIM to ensure compliance of ramp design

• The program provides a result summary with detailed results of each façade orientation.
• It also gives a 3D perspective of façade ETTV Flux (Figure 2), a useful tool in analysing the façade performance to reduce solar heat gains.

By using BIM to create a parametric definition for a heavy vehicle ramp,
IDA was able to optimise the ramp design. Architects can also visualise
the design in 3D and refer to the model for actual construction
(Figure 3.1).
Another useful feature of BIM is that it can also facilitate co-ordination
among project parties and improve the ease of submission. By using
project management software systems such as Newforma for project
data management and integrating the BIM model with technology
like virtual reality, project parties can experience the design in 3D and
comment on its design on spot. Such benefits of BIM can be passed
down from the design team to the developers and end users (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.1 Ramp

The true effectiveness of BIM can be gauged by how much the gap
between the virtual design model and the construction model is
bridged. IDA's goal is to ensure that every BIM model it creates has
a relevance that extends beyond its basic role as a visualisation tool,
so that each architect can become a master builder in the digital age.

This article was brought to you by ID Architects Pte Ltd.

Figure 3.2 Using VR technology

Figure 1. Model with façade construction material assigned

Figure 2. ETTV Flux
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Finally, the program generates customised
reports in BCA submission format. U-value
reports and SC2 calculation results are
also generated. As a result, the design
productivity improved by 68 per cent due
to the time saved on the computation
process and report generation (Figure 4).
Fun fact: The computed ETTV of the building
using BIM HVACTool has only about a 5 per
cent discrepancy from the conventional
calculations (Figure 3). The difference in
results could be attributed to the variations in
the area take-offs of walls and fenestrations,
with BIM HVACTool showing higher areas.

Figure 3. Results Comparison

Figure 4. Productivity Comparison

Learning Points
Successful implementation of BIM-centric ETTV computation starts from good quality architectural models. Some common quality issues
related to the architectural model are the lack of information on the mode of ventilation for spaces and the properties of façade construction
material in the object.
Façade walls, roofs, and fenestrations are often not fully closed, and there is no segregation in the modeling of external walls for rooms
with air-conditioning and those without air-conditioning. These walls should be modeled separately. Architects should also collaborate and
incorporate quality checks in their preparation of architectural models.

This article was brought to you by Squire Mech Pte Ltd’s BIM Committee Er. Koh Kin Teng, Director and Registered
Professional Engineer (Mechanical) and Sebastian Rafael Jr. F., Assistant BIM Manager and ACMV Specialist.

HAPPENINGS
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Date/Time

Event Name

3 Apr 2017 (am)
9.00am–12.00pm

BIM Symposium on Advanced
Computational Design

3–6 Apr 2017
9.00am–6.00pm

Certification Course in BIM
Management (64th Run)

4 & 5 Apr 2017
9.00am–5.30pm

NEW: Finance for Non-Finance
Professionals in the Built Environment

6, 7, 11 & 12 Apr 2017
9.00am–5.30pm

Develop a Workplace Safety and Health
Management System Implementation
Plan (BizSAFE Level 4) (11th Run)

11 Apr–26 May 2017
6.30pm–9.30pm

Project Management for Professionals
in the Building and Construction
Industry (13th Run)

12 & 13 Apr 2017
9.00am–5.30pm

Registered Earthworks
Supervisor Course (5th Run)

18 & 19 Apr 2017
9.00am–5.30pm

Develop A Risk Management
Implementation Plan
(BizSAFE Level 2) (117th Run)

18, 19, 20 & 21 Apr
2017
9.00am–5.30pm

Design and Simulation for
Natural Ventilation (7th Run)

20 Apr 2017
1.45pm–5.15pm

Workshop for Company
CEO/Top Management
(bizSAFE Level 1) (42ndRun)

21 Apr 2017
2.00–5.00pm

BCA-SCAL Productivity Clinic

24–26 Apr 2017
9.00am–5.30pm

Essential Knowledge in Local
Regulations and Construction
Practices (27th Run)

26 & 27 Apr 2017
9.00am–5.30pm

28 Apr 2017
2.00–5.00pm

Practical Applications of WSH
Legislations in Construction Projects
through Case Studies (2nd Run)

Smart Builders Leadership
Series (SBLS)

Venue

Organiser

Contact Person & Details

BCA
Academy
200
Braddell
Road

BCA
Academy

Marketing & Business
Development Unit
6730 4503 / 6248 9824
bca_academy@bca.gov.sg

SCAL

BCA &
SCAL

Ms Jeanette
6279 9577
jeanette@scal.com.sg

BCA
Academy
200
Braddell
Road

BCA
Academy

Marketing & Business
Development Unit
6730 4503 / 6248 9824
bca_academy@bca.gov.sg

BCA
Academy
200
Braddell
Road, T1-1

BCA

Ms Josephine
josephine_lee@bca.gov.sg

BUILDSMART
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Date/Time

Event Name

5 May 2017
9.00am–1.00pm

Code of Practice on Buildabilty
(Re-run)

15 & 16 May 2017
9.00am–5.00pm

Managing Project Team
Effectively (3rd Run)

17 & 18 May 2017
9.00am–5.00pm

Effective People Management
for Construction Professionals
(2nd Run)

18 & 19 May 2017
9.00am–5.30pm

BIM Scheduling and Process
Management (3rd Run)

22 & 23 May 2017
9.00am–5.30pm

BIM Planning Course
(Building Developers and
Facility Managers) (20th Run)

24–26 May 2017
9.00am–5.30pm

Certified QM/CONQUAS
Managers Course (56th Run)

26 May 2017
2.00–5.00pm

BCA-SCAL Productivity Clinic

4 Modules from
20 Apr 2017
to Jan 2018
(Incl. a 6-Day VDC
Trg on 4–10 May
2017 @ Stanford
University, US)

Stanford CIFE - BCA
Advanced Management
Programme 2017 Virtual
Design & Construction
(4th Run)

Registration
closes: 3 Apr
9th Intake: Main
course starting
on 24 Jul 2017
Registration
closes: 31 Mar
4th Intake:
Bridging starting
on 3 Apr 2017
Registration
closes: 17 Mar

1st Intake:
May 2017
Registration
closes: 15 May

Venue

Organiser

Contact Person & Details

BCA
Academy
200
Braddell
Road

BCA
Academy

Marketing & Business
Development Unit
6730 4503 / 6248 9824
bca_academy@bca.gov.sg

SCAL

BCA &
SCAL

Ms Jeanette
6279 9577
jeanette@scal.com.sg

BCA
Academy
(Module
A, C & D)
Stanford
University,
US
(Module B
from 4–10
May 2017)

Stanford
CIFE - BCA

Programme details
Er Lim Yaw Shyan
6248 9915
lim_yaw_shyan@bca.gov.sg

FULL TIME: Bachelor of
Construction Management
(Building) (Honours)
awarded by The University
of Newcastle, Australia

PART TIME: Bachelor of
Construction Management
(Building) (Honours)
awarded by The University
of Newcastle, Australia

FULL TIME: Bachelor of
Engineering (Civil) (Honours) For relevant Construction or
Civil Engineering Diploma holder
awarded by The University
of Newcastle, Australia

Administration and
logistic matters
Ms Chamine Jong
6248 9912
chamine_jong@bca.gov.sg

Ms Nurhadhinah /
Ms Zhuo Xiuyun
6730 4503 / 6248 9881
nurhadhinah_osman@bca.gov.sg
zhuo_xiuyun@bca.gov.sg

BCA
Academy
200
Braddell
Road

BCA –
University
of
Newcastle

Ms Nurhadhinah /
Ms Elaine Chow
6730 4503 / 6730 4528
nurhadhinah_osman@bca.gov.sg
elaine_chow@bca.gov.sg

Ms Nurhadhinah /
Ms Ang Geok Lung
6730 4503 / 6248 9887
nurhadhinah_osman@bca.gov.sg
ang_geok_lung@bca.gov.sg

CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTIVITY AND
CAPABILITY FUND (CPCF)
WORKFORCE TRAINING AND UPGRADING (WTU) SCHEME
Facilitates upgrading of workforce at all levels by
co-funding up to 90% of the cost for selected
skills assessment and training courses*

MECHANISATION CREDIT (MECHC)
SCHEME

PRODUCTIVITY INNOVATION
PROJECT (PIP) SCHEME

Provides assistance to
builders to defray up to
70% of equipment costs*

Provides assistance to
companies to defray up to
70% of the cost for
adopting more productive
work processes*

SCHOLARSHIP AND
SPONSORSHIP PROGRAMMES

BUILDING INFORMATION
MODELLING (BIM) FUND

In partnership with built
environment firms, BCA
will co-fund scholarship and
sponsorship programmes
at the undergraduate,
diploma, ITE, supervisory
and foreman levels*

Co-funds up to 70% of
the supportable cost
incurred by firms when
leveraging BIM technology
to improve multidisciplinary collaboration*

*Terms and conditions apply.
For more information, please visit www.bca.gov.sg/CPCF/cpcf.html

We shape a safe, high quality, sustainable and friendly built environment

